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Abstract— STORAGE outsourcing is becoming more and 

more attractive to both industry and academic due to the 

advantages of low cost, high accessibility, and easy 

sharing. As one of the storage outsourcing forms, shared-

network multi-user cloud storage systems gains wide 

attention in recent years. However, Security and privacy 

are among top concerns for the public cloud environments. 

Researchers have proposed many dynamic PoS schemes in 

single-user environments. In this paper we propose an 

improved version of the original schemes by improving its 

efficiency by identifying and removing the duplicate 

copies from the cloud storages in multi-user environments. 

For implementation we are using message digest hash 

algorithm (MD5) and Logical block addressing (LBA). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper argues that data deduplication can ease the 

problem of Big Data storage by avoiding the storage of 

redundant data in cloud servers and reduces network 

bandwidth consumption associated to transmitting the 

same contents several times. Although deduplication 

maximizes the storage space and minimizes the storage 

costs, it comes with serious issues of data privacy and 

security.There are four different deduplication strategies i) 

depending on whether deduplication happens at the client 

side or at the server side and ii) according to the basic data 

units they handle that is at a block level or at a file 

level.Client-side data deduplication is more beneficial than 

server-side[1].Firstly, it ensures better confidentiality 

towards unauthorized users. That is, every client computes 

a per data key to encrypt the data that he intends to store in 

the cloud. Secondly, by integrating access rights in 

metadata file, an authorized user can decipher an 

encrypted file only with his private key [4]. 

File-level deduplication is a popular type of 

service in which only a single copy of each file is stored. 

Two or more files are considered identical if they have the 

same hash value. Block-level deduplication segments files 

into blocks and stores only a single copy of each block. 

The system could either use fixed-sized blocks or variable-

sized chunks. 

In Efficient data deduplication techniques storage 

is the main issue. Here we are duplicating the data based 

on hash code only in database not in real cloud because of 

this storage space allocated in cloud is very less, so that 

this application enhances the memory management 

scheme.  

Data integrity is one of the most important 

properties when a user outsources its files to cloud storage. 

Users should be convinced that the files stored in the 

server are not tampered. Thus, researchers introduced 

Proof of Storage (PoS) for checking the integrity without 

downloading files from the cloud server.  

Data will be divided into number of independent 

blocks so that each block is having independent sets of 

data, whenever user tries to upload same data at that time, 

data in the blocks should matches based on that system 

will recognize whether the data should be uploaded or not, 

if data is already present, data uploaded into local database 

not into remote cloud. 

On this ground we build the following 

contributions i)we present an improved scheme  by 

identifying and removing the duplicate copies from the 

cloud storages in multi-user environments. ii)We analyze 

the efficiency based on real datasets ,and iii) we provide a 

detailed performance evaluation, including comparison to 

alternative schemes in real-like settings.Finally, iv)We 

discuss the overall security of the proposed scheme. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in 

Section 2 we are discussing the existing system.Section 3 

contains an overview of the solution along with the  

preliminary building blocks ,while Section 4 contains 

system  advantages and  Section 5 contains our concluding 

remarks. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Researchers have proposed many dynamic PoS schemes in 

single-user environments. In the single user environment, 

deduplication process will take place within the user’s 

own data but not with the other user’s data. For example, 

If User A uploads the file F1 to the cloud storage and User 

B tries to upload the file F2 which contains the same data 

present in the F1.It will get uploaded because in the 

existing system deduplication will take place within the 

User A files. Because of this storage space will be wasted 

and also if any updations to the file are made, it will not 

guarantee the integrity of the file. 

A. Related work 

1) ”Side Channels in Cloud Services” 

Although deduplication is most effective when applied 

across multiple users, cross-user deduplication has serious 

privacy implications. Some simple mechanisms can enable 

cross-user deduplication while greatly reducing the risk of 

data leakage. The attacks can occur in deduplication 

performed at either the file or block level. If deduplication 

is performed at the file level, there are two features of the 

deduplication service that are crucial for the attacks. The 

first is source-based deduplication. The result of applying 

this approach is that the client can observe whether a 

certain file or block was deduplicated. This version of 

deduplication saves bandwidth. The second approach is 

cross-user deduplication. That is, each file or block is 

compared to the data of other users, and is deduped if an 

identical copy is already available at the server. This 
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approach is popular because it saves storage and 

bandwidth. 

B. “Multi-level comparison of data deduplication in a 

backup scenario” 

A class of deduplication systems splits the data stream into 

data blocks (chunks) and then finds exact duplicates of 

these blocks. This paper compares the influence of 

different chunking approaches on multiple levels. On a 

macroscopic level, the chunking approaches are compared 

based on real-life user data in a weekly full backup 

scenario. On a microscopic level, an analysis is made on 

how small changes affect the deduplication ratio for 

different file type. An assumption is made that small 

semantic changes on documents cause small modification 

of files which imply high ratio of deduplication. This 

assumption is not valid for many files type. 

C. “Dupless: Serveraided encryption for deduplicated 

storage” 

Cloud data storage service providers such as Mozy, 

Dropbox, and others perform deduplication to save space 

by only storing one copy of each file uploaded. Cloud data 

storage clients always concern for confidentiality of data. 

Clients usually encrypt their data, and put it on to the 

storage. If client specific key is used for encryption then 

each client has different key so in this case deduplication 

is not possible. Single key within the network is used for 

encryption then all data is insecure even if one client is 

compromised and attacker gets the key. Message-locked 

encryption resolves this problem. But it is inherently 

subject to brute-force attacks that can recover files falling 

into a known set. In DupLESS get and put operations are 

most expensive operations in terms of time. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our system considers two types of entities: the cloud 

server and users, as in system architecture. A cloud server 

is a logical server that is built, hosted and delivered 

through a cloud computing platform over the Internet. For 

each file, original user is the user who uploaded the file to 

the cloud server, while subsequent user is the user who 

proved the ownership of the file but did not actually 

upload the file to the cloud server. There are five phases in 

a deduplicatable dynamic PoS system: pre-process,  

deduplication, upload ,update, and proof of storage. 

A. Building Blocks 

In the following implementation modules,We define the 

kind of interactions between storage provider (S) that uses 

deduplication for storage efficiency and the set of users(U) 

who store their datum on the server.  

1) File uploading Process:  

Following are the steps that are involved in the file 

uploading process: 

1) User will select the file to be uploaded from the 

client system and then file will be sent to the 

chunks formation module. 

2) File Chunks formation Process :In this process 

file will be divided into the blocks based on the 

packet size, and generate the hash code for each 

block and maintain those details in the database.  

In next step the blocks are compared using 

Multilevel Indexing Process to check whether 

those blocks  are already exiting. 

3) After this process, finally the file will be 

uploaded to the cloud storage by File   Transfer 

Protocol. 

Multilevel Indexing Process: This process will take place 

for the deduplication check process, hash code will be 

divided into three parts. Firstly compare  the first part of 

hash code with the first level indexing , if it is matched 

then comparison will take place with second level of 

indexing  else it will consider the block as the new block. 

If second level of indexing matched then the comparison 

will be take place with the third level of indexing else it 

will consider the block as the new block. If third level of 

indexing matched then it will consider the block is already 

exists and Based on the Map Reducing Technique it will 

increase the instance of the block in the database.  

2) File Downloading Process:  

Following are the steps involved in the file Downloading 

process: 

1) User will select the file to be downloaded, get the 

Logical Block Addressing from the database. 

2) Based on the Logical Block Addressing, it will 

download the respective blocks from the cloud to 

the application. 

3) The content of the file will be downloaded using  

chunks merging process. 

4) Chunks Merging Process:In this process 

downloaded chunks of file will be merged and it 

will write the contents of the file in the single file  

5) 4. Finally file will be downloaded to the client 

system. 

Storage Space Reduction—Deduplication 

schemes typically store the actual file contents encrypted 

in the storage provider space (S) and keep various 

metadata (e.g. indexes, keys) in the user local storage and 

in some assistive entity (e.g. key server, IRS). 

 

B. System Architecture 

Logical block addressing (LBA) is a common scheme 

used for specifying the location of blocks of data stored 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_(data_storage)
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on computer storage devices, generally secondary 

storagesystems such as hard disk drives. LBA is a 

particularly simple linear addressing scheme; blocks are 

located by an integer index.The LBA scheme replaces 

earlier schemes which exposed the physical details of the 

storage device to the software of the operating 

system.LBA was first introduced in SCSI as an 

abstraction.The LBA scheme replaces earlier schemes 

which exposed the physical details of the storage device to 

the software of the operating system. Chief among these 

was the cylinder-head-sector (CHS) scheme, where blocks 

were addressed by means of a tuple which defined the 

cylinder, head, and sector at which they appeared on 

the hard disk. CHS did not map well to devices other than 

hard disks (such as tapes and networked storage), and was 

generally not used for them. CHS was used in 

early MFM and RLL drives, and both it and its successor, 

extended cylinder-head-sector (ECHS), were used in the 

first ATA drives. However, current disk drives use zone 

bit recording, where the number of sectors per track 

depends on the track number. Even though the disk drive 

will report some CHS values as sectors per track (SPT) 

and heads per cylinder (HPC), they have little to do with 

the disk drive's true geometry. 

The current 48-bit LBA scheme was introduced 

in 2003 with the ATA-6 standard [4], raising the addressing 

limit to  bytes, which is exactly 128PiB or approximately 

144.1PB. Current PC-compatible computers support 

INT 13h Extensions, which use 64-bit structures for LBA 

addressing and should encompass any future extension of 

LBA addressing, though modern operating systems 

implement direct disk access and do not use 

the BIOS subsystems, except at boot load time. 

MD5 algorithm is a widely used hash 

function producing a 128-bit hash value. Although MD5 

was initially designed to be used as a cryptographic hash 

function, it has been found to suffer from extensive 

vulnerabilities. It can still be used as a checksumto 

verify data integrity.The MD5 hashing algorithm is a one-

way cryptographic function that accepts a message of any 

length as input and returns as output a fixed-

length digest value to be used for authenticating the 

original message. 

C. Message digest algorithm characteristics 

Message digests, also known as hash functions, are one-

way functions; they accept a message of any size as input, 

and produce as output a fixed-length message digest.MD5 

is the third message digest algorithm created by Rivest. 

All three (the others are MD2 and MD4) have similar 

structures, but MD2 was optimized for 8-bit machines, in 

comparison with the two later formulas, which are 

optimized for 32-bit machines. The MD5 algorithm is an 

extension of MD4, which the critical review found to be 

fast, but possibly not absolutely secure. In comparison, 

MD5 is not quite as fast as the MD4 algorithm, but offered 

much more assurance of data security. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ADVANTAGE 

1) Reduced storage allocation- Deduplication can reduce 

storage needs by up to 80% for files and backups. 

Therefore, an enterprise can store far more backup 

data for a given expenditure and this lengthens disk 

purchase intervals automatically. This helps in storing 

data to disk cost efficiently, taking advantage of its 

speed and eliminating the need for tape 

2) Efficient Volume Replication- Since, only unique data 

is written to disk; only those blocks need to be 

replicated. This can reduce traffic for replicating data 

by 90% depending on the application. 

3) Effectively increase network bandwidth- No copies 

need to be transmitted over the network if debug takes 

place at the source. 

4) A greener environment can be attained- less 

electricity, fewer cubic feet of space required to house 

the data in both primary and remote locations. 

5) Because you’re buying and maintaining less storage, 

fast return on investment can be obtained and thus 

reduces overall storage costs. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have collected two algorithms LBA(logical block 

addressing) and Messages Digest(MD5) algorithm which 

are effectively completed.  

A. Logical block addressing (LBA): 

Logical block addressing is one of the defining features of 

Enhanced IDE (EIDE), a hard disk interface to the 

computer bus or data paths. 

B. MD5 algorithm: 

One message digest is assigned to particular data content. 

It can reference a change made deliberately or 

accidentally, but it prompts the owner to identify the 

modification as well as the individual(s) making the 

change. 
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